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Abstract -The purpose ofthis paper is to present a new class of upwind finite element schemes for convective diffusion équations and to gwe error analysis These schemes based on an intégral formula have the following advantages (i) They are effective particularly in the case when the convection is dominated( n) Solutions obtained by them satisfy a discrete conservation law, (in) Solutions obtained by a scheme with a particuîar choice satisfy a discrete maximum principle {under suitable conditions) We show that the finite element solutions converge to the exact one with rate 0(h) in L 2 (Q, T, H l (Q)
) and L ro (0,T,L 2 (a)) The present paper is composed of five sections. In § 1 we present a conservative upwind finite element scheme and give two theorems (theorems 1.1 and 1.2). Theorem 1.1 states that the finite element solutions of our scheme share the two properties (a discrete mass conservation law and the non-negativity). This theorem is proved in § 2. Theorem 1.2 is concerned with L 2 -convergence of the finite element solutions. In § 3 after showing the fundamental properties of our approximation (lemma 3.2), we prove theorem 1.2. In § 4 we consider the case whendiv b = 0 and b. v |^a = 0. Furthermore, if ƒ = 0, the solution of (0.1) satisfies the maximum principle. We show that our scheme with a special choice also share this principle (theorem 4.1). We also discuss L 00 -convergence of the finite element solutions. In § 5 we give some concluding remarks.
Resumé -Le but de cet article est de présenter une classe nouvelle de schémas d'éléments finis conservatîfs et décentres pour des équations de diffusion avec convection, et de donner des estimations d*erreur Les schémas, qui sont basés sur une formule intégrale, ont les avantages suivants (î) Ils sont effectifs surtout dans le cas où la convection est dominante, (n) Des solutions obtenues par eux satisfont a une loi de conservation discrète, (ni) Des solutions obtenues par un schéma particulier satisfont au principe du maximum discret (sous des conditions convenables) On montre que les solutions obtenues par éléments finis convergent vers la solution exacte en 0(h)
In this paper we use the following function spaces. For 1 ^ p < + oo and a non-negative integer m, .lfe)
Ac)
where d > 0 is a given diffusion constant, v is the unit outer normal to F, b = (6 x (xX 6 2 (xX ..., 2>"(x)) e C 0+i (S) is a given flow, ƒ G C(0, T ; L 2 (Q)) is a given source function, u° = u°{x) e L 2 (Q) is a given initial function and As was mentioned in the introduction, the solution u of (1.1) satisfies the mass conservation law (0.2) and u is non-negative if so are ƒ and u°. Our aim is to present a finite element scheme, effective also in the case (0.3), whose solution is discrete mass conservative and non-negative (if so are ƒ and w°).
We first triangulate Q and obtain a set of closed w-simplices { T } } I ji 1 and X l9 X ly , ..., X ln are the barycentric coordinates with respect to P t > P ll5 ..., P ln , the vertices of T k . Let K^bethelmear span of cj) lh , / = 1, 2, ..., N p , and let -be a lumping operator from F h into L 2 (Q ft ) defined by
We now define three bilinear forms (., .) to a h (., •) and b ft (., .) from F ft x mto IR 1 . The first two are defined by
To define b ft5 we prépare the following. Let P t and P 7 be adjoining nodal points. Let T XJ be the intersection of the boundaries dD x and dD } and let Yy = mes r y (the measure of r y ). where T k is an n-simplex containing the side P t P y Then, b h is defined by
where (3j = max (p 0 -, 0), PJ = max (-P o -, 0) and A £ is a set of nodal points defined by A £ -{ Pj;P j9 1 < j < N p , is adjacent to P t } .
Let x be a time mesh and N T -[T/x].
Defme an operator Q h fromL 1 (Q)into V h by Now, our finite element scheme correspondmg to (1.1) is as foliows :
where D T is the forward différence operator defined by Remark 1.2 : (i) We give a concrete way to détermine P o -. Let { T k } be a set of n-simplices containing the side P t Pj. Let G k be the centroide of T k . Let rjj be the intersection of F^-and T fe and let v£-be the unit outer normal vector to F^-(see figure 1 in the case n = 2). We set
V (1.9)
It is not difïïcult to see that (1.9) satisfies (1.3) ~ (1.5).
(ii) In gênerai, the relation Q h cz Q does not hold. Therefore ƒ and u° in (1.8) should be extended to Q h -Q. But the way of extension is not significant since we shall show the convergence of rate h and the width of skin Q h -Q is of order h 2 . For example, even the extention by zero is available. (1.10)
(ii) Suppose that the triangulation is of acute type and that x and K satisfy the condition If u° e C(Q) and ƒ e C(0, T ; C(Q)), we can replace (1.8) by
where /^ is an interpolating operator from C(Q) into K ft defmed by
In this case we have in place of (1.10), 
, u(fex) and u\ is a solution of (1.8).
1/2 2i , (1.14) § 2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1
In this section, we prove theorem 1.1. We first transform (1.8) into the following form (2.1). Substituting each base function <j> l f c into the test function <j) h of (1. Let T k be an w-simplex containing P v Let P j be another vertex of T k and let R { . be the set of the other n -1 vertices. We dénote T k by T k = ^[P £ , P ; , jR y ]. Let My be the midpoint of side P t P r Define three (n -l)-simplices SQJ, SfŜ ij by
Since M i} is the midpoint, we have mes S%j -f mes S^ > 2 mes S^ . Obviously 7t" is a constant which dépends only on n. 
Summing up (2.10) with respect to k, we have
By setting c n = n"n 2 (n + l), (2.11)
we get (2.4). Since n 2 -1/3, TT 3 = 1/6, we obtain c 2 = 4, c 3 = 6. q.e.d.
Proo/ o/ theorem 1.1: Multiplying xm^ on both sides of (2. la) and summing up over all the nodal points P b we obtain in virtue of (2.3), S m, iF\Pà -"i m, t&Pd = T f /(x, kx) dx,
Jn h which is equivalent to the formula For later référence we begin by stating the following lemma.
LEMMA 3.1: Let { 2T h } be a y-regular family of triangulation of Q. in U n . Let Tj G 3~h be any n-simplex and let h } = HT).

(i) For every v h e V h and 1 ^ p < + oo we have
where c = c(y,p, n).
(
ii) Let P be any point in Tj and U be the intersection of T, and any hyperplane through P. Then we have u(P) -u(x')
for u G Wp(Tj% p > n. .7) is required in § 4, we state it here since it leads to (3.6). Applying the Green formula to the first term of I u we obtain where T fc is an n-simplex containing side P t By (3.2) with p = ^ and (3.3), we have <cfc||b|| Ofao^| |ii|| lfPiû i4) fc |^A. (3.14)
Combining (3.9) -(3.14), we obtain (3.7). q.e.d. Scheme (1.8) satisfies the following a priori estimate. q.e.d. Scheme (1.8) approximates the weak form of (1.1) in the following way. 
Then we have
where Q k is a number satisfying \ Q k \ < 1 and
The proof of lemma 3.4 is like that of [12, (3.19) ], except that we use (3.6) for estimating the term b h . So we omit the proof. Let us show that a suitable choice of P fi in the seherne (1.8) enables us to obtain approximate solutions possessing not only discrete mass conservation law (1.10) but also discrete maximum principle (4.7).
For each boundary element T k e J^ ie., a face of T k is a portion of dQ h , we correspond an curved element f k with a corresponding portion of F. If T h is not a boundary element, we set f k -T k , Thus, we obtain { f k } such that the interiors of f t and fp i ^ j, are disjoint and that
We define Df by replacing T k by f k in (1.2). Likewise we define D t , Then, the interiors of Di and Dp i # j, are disjoint and it holds that In this case we can show uniform convergence of u h to u. -j.
Proof of theorem 4.1: Since the coefficients of u^ of (2.13) are non-negative by (1.11), we obtain (4.7) by (4.9).
q.e.d. For the proof of uniform convergence we first consider an elliptic problem : The proof of proposition 4.1 is lüce that of [13, theorem 3.1] whose keypoints were those corresponding to the estimate (3.7) and lemma 4.1. Therefore we omit it.
Uniform convergence of fïnite element solutions of parabolic problems is proved if the following two conditions are satisfïed (c/ [13, 14] ) :
(i) Uniform convergence of fïnite element solutions of the corresponding elliptic problem.
(ii) Non-negativity of the scheme for the parabolic problem. where /? y satisfy only (1.4) and (1.5), the solutions obtained by this scheme satisfy the maximum principle (4.7) and converge uniformly to the exact solution (theorem 4.2). This result can be shown by using the fact that b tj derived from (4.13) satisfy (4.9) since it holds that if je otherv Especially if we take $ tj by (4.6), (4.13) is equivalent to (1.6). where T t is an n-simplex containing nodal points P t and P,.
If we replace b h in (1.8a) by b\, theorems 1.1 and 1.2 are valid also in this case.
A feature of the bilinear form b h is that the différence scheme derived from this form is not locally consistent in L °°-sense, i.e.,^)
as MO,
where u is a smooth function. But b h {I h u, <$> h ) approximates in the sense (3.7), which is sufficient for obtaining convergence of the finite element solutions. On the other hand an upwind finite element scheme proposed in [12] is locally consistent in L^-sense. So it is easy to applicate it to first order hyperbolic problems (see [15] ).
The rates of convergence given in theorems 1.2 and 4.2 are best possible in this type of approximations since the upwind bilinear form corresponds to a one-sided différence approximation.
